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The value of research & education



Ask questions that matter



Make trade, not war



What happened to international trade?



Well…



World’s largest goods exporters, 2017

Africa ?

Source: WTO



World’s largest goods importers, 2017

Source: WTO



Trade as a % of GDP

(Exports & imports) of (goods and services) as a % GDP

Source: World Bank & OECD.



Product concentration index, 2016

Source: http://unctadstat.unctad.org



Trade in services vs goods

Source: WTO



Global trade in services

Source: http://unctadstat.unctad.org



Global trade is dynamic

In change is opportunity



The 2 sides of trade

Free trade

Encourage imports

Allow relocation

Protectionism

High import tariffs

Discourage relocation



Different types of walls going up



US trade war history



Modern US trade wars – the start

What happened?

• Smoot, chairman of Senate Fin 
Comm, championed tariff increases. 

• Smoot-Hawley tariff bill was passed.

• Lots of US opposition (economists).

• Trading partners retaliated.

• Imports dropped 66%.

• Exports dropped 61%.

• Exacerbated the Great Depression, 
1929-1935 (some to 1939).

• Keynes published fiscal counter-
cyclical stimulus work only later. 



US trade deficit with China 



US goods trade deficits - 2 perspectives, 2017



US goods trade deficits - 2 perspectives, 2017



Dampening effect on global growth

US trade war will certainly affect global growth.



Economies have complex structures



Tax cuts, but new import taxes (tariffs)



UPDATE - NAFTA

• NAFTA = largest FTA in the world (approx. 450 million people).

• Original NAFTA was created 20 years ago.

• Took 3 US presidents (Reagan, Bush & Clinton) to get it off the ground.

• Both NAFTA & EU’s Maastricht treaty signed in 1993.

• NAFTA is dead. Long live NAFTA! Now called USMCA.

• Autos that don't meet these requirements will be subject to tariffs:

• Min of 75% (62.5% before) car's components made in Ca, Mx or US.

• Min of 30% of car must be made by workers earning min $16/h.

• Rise to 40% in 2023. Equal to 3x avg Mexican auto worker wage.

• No win re Mexico VAT rate.

• No end to Mexico’s maquiladora program (labor rights / health protection).

• Better access for US dairy to Canadian market. Steel & aluminum tariffs
remain in place. Agreed to agree later.

• Congress still has to approve the deal. Mid-term elections in a month.



UPDATE - Super Star Firms

• Global trade dominated by big firms via their control of GVCs.

• On avg top 1% of each country’s exporting firms account for > 50% of
its exports.

• Spread of these GVCs contributed to a rapid growth of trade from the
mid-1990s up to the GFC (2008).

• Developing countries posting fastest growth, including by trading
more with each other.

• Countries have to trade more intensely to generate same growth of
output as in the past. Too much of this trade has been unequal.

• Gains skewed in favour of lead firms via mixture of increased market
concentration and control of intangible assets.

• General decline (China is exception) in the share of value added from
manufacturing activities.

• Rise in the share of pre- & post-production activities.

• Economic rents captured at these ends of GVCs had a pronounced
effect on the distribution of income in all countries.





Policy implications

Remember:

• Specialisation makes people more productive,

- but trade makes them better-off (ala Adam Smith).

• Trade is mutually beneficial to both parties, provided:

- equal playing field

- problems arise with child labour/working conditions/pollution.

• No modern country, in recent decades, achieved sustained 
improvement in living standards, without open trade with the world.

- countries like, Cuba, Venezuela, Zimbabwe & Iran

- have all voluntarily / involuntarily been cut off from the world, 
remain less economically developed than they could be. 

• Adam Smith was onto something 

- self sufficiency is inefficient &

- inefficiency can lead to poverty.



The mindset



To ponder about…

“In time of war… we blockade our enemies,

in order to prevent them from getting goods from us,

in time of peace… we do to ourselves, via tariffs 

what we do, to our enemies, in time of war.”

Henry George (1839 – 1897)

US economist. 

Progress & Poverty (1879)
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So what, ito opportunities?

Reasons why not to give up on international trade

China’s emergence – pro’s (net exporting made them rich) & cons (global
trading system under attack, due to their well organised, synchronised,
single national, dominant strategy).

International trade is dynamic - focus on identifying opportunities.

Source: WEF



Effect on US & China (1)

• Aggregate amount of trade affected is moderate relative to the US &
Chinese economies.

• China in fair position to weather this storm. Less dependent on
exports in general, and US exports than 10 years ago. The value
added in its US exports <3% of its economy.

• Previous US protection, didn’t lead to an improvement in the trade
balance (in fact, the opposite).

• History suggests that the net effect on the trade balance will be
minor. Direct effect on the Chinese economy likely to be minor.

• If the trade war escalates, then risk of capital outflow from China,
precipitating a financial crisis. China’s leaders in difficult position.

• US economy is humming along due to fiscal stimulus (tax cuts + exp.
increases) with unemployment <5%.

• In general, the trade war will destroy some jobs in export sectors and
create some jobs in import-competing ones. Bad trade-off, since
export jobs are generally higher productivity and pay.

Source: Brookings institutions analysis



Effect on US & China (2)

• Trump is betting that, given the overall strength of the economy,
some local pain will be tolerable and the get-tough policy toward
China will be a political winner for the midterms.

• China unlikely to change its basic offer: It is willing to buy more
agricultural products, energy and high-tech manufacturing - if US is
willing to sell.

• China gradually opening up more sectors (auto’s & fin services). If US
persists in the trade war, then US firms are likely to be shut out as
China opens up.

• Negative effects of the protection are likely to be stronger in 2019
while the influence of the current fiscal stimulus wanes.

Source: Brookings institutions analysis



Beware where you focus

Don’t offer a 
microscope 

and think you 
are helping.



Why do we trade?



Export vs imports

The language is almost always about 

- how we MUST export & 

- what we buy from abroad (import), is bad.

But, is that not upside down?

What we send abroad (export), we cannot use, i.e.

- goods & services not available to us. 

However, the goods and services we import, we can use, i.e.

- cars, iPhones, iPads, electronic devices, etc.

The gain from foreign trade is what we import. 

What we export (earnings) should cover the cost of imports. 



Comparative advantage - international

The proper objective of a nation (ala Adam Smith), is to arrange things
so we get:

- as large a (utility value) of imports as possible;

- for as small a (utility value) of exports as possible.

So, what should we export, and what should we import?

Suppose (ceteris paribus):

- a US worker is 2x as productive vs Japanese worker.

- he receives a salary & buys a basket 2x as large vs Japanese.

then

- the US should not use workers in any activity in which they 
are not at least 2x as productive, vs their trading partners.

= Comparative advantage



Comparative advantage – domestic

US may be more efficient in everything they do, however, it does not
mean it pays them to produce everything at home.

They should concentrate on activities in which they are the most
productive.

Example:

A lawyer has a secretary, which is a good typist. But the lawyer too, type
very well. The lawyer may be a better typist than his secretary.

Let’s say the lawyer is:

- 1.5x as good a typist, but 

- 5.0x as good a lawyer.

He, and his secretary, are both better off, if

- he concentrates on being the lawyer & 

- she concentrates on being the typist.



Where do the benefits of trade come from?

Should Mark Zuckerberg paint his own house?

It’s expensive for Mark Z to paint his own house. His time is valuable. 

What if, Mark Z can do the job twice as fast, vs George?

Should Mark Z now, paint his own house?

Mark George



Where do the benefits of trade come from?

Should George develop his own software?

It’s expensive for George to develop software (not his area of expertise). 
His time is valuable. 

George would be better off painting houses, and using his earnings to
buy software.

GeorgeMark



Absolute vs comparative advantage

Absolute advantage

• Mark Z has an absolute advantage in painting & software dev. 

• George has an absolute disadvantage in both. 

Comparative advantage (selecting the most productive activity)

• Each has a comparative advantage in 1 activity.

• Each has a comparative disadvantage in 1 activity. 

• Mark Z has comparative advantage in software dev.  

• George has comparative advantage in house painting.

Central idea

• Every country likely to have a comparative advantage in something. 



Personal level

Absolute advantage

Comparative advantage

I am a bad tennis player, but an even worse golfer... 



How to find a country’s comp. advantage?

If a country was isolated (autarky / economic independence / self sufficiency):

- what would be relatively cheap to produce &

- what would be relatively expensive to produce? 



Different countries trade with each other

As long as countries are different in autarky, they ought to:

- specialise in things that are relatively cheap to produce (export) &

- buy things that are relatively expensive to produce (import).

That is why there are gains from international trade. 

The gains are most, if we trade with countries, which are different
(complimentary) to us.



What about similar countries?

But what about trade between countries which are similar?

Canadian exports, 2016 USA exports, 2016

Canada sells cars to USA. USA sells cars to Canada.



Similar countries also trade

Could they gain from international trade?   Yes, if 2 conditions are met:

Variety is the spice of life. Variety is costly to produce. 



Summary

Why do we trade?

• Absolute advantage is not the same as relative advantage. 

• Sustainable global trade takes place among countries with relative
comparative advantages.

• Relative comparative advantage is dynamic, not static. 

• It does not change overnight, but it does change. 

• In change is opportunity. 



Offshoring has lost it appeal

Global value chains are adding less to GDP. 

Production chains are contracting. 

Less cross-border trade in intermediates.

Source: World Input Output Tables, University of Groningen, ING calculations.

% Change in contribution to world GDP (2011-2015)



Economies transition from industry - services

Source: http://unctadstat.unctad.org



Economies transition from industry - services

Source: http://unctadstat.unctad.org



Global trade in services

Source: http://unctadstat.unctad.org


